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An innovative foldable platform trolley, enabling easy 
transportation because of its lightweight and compact 
design combined with its great maneuverability it takes 
all the strain out of operation. 

Although Richmond’s Plastic Platform pick and store trolley 
is suitable for heavy loads up to 120kgs it weighs only 6kgs 
making it the ultimate companion for applications including 
factory, domestic, office duties, sales and presentations.

See below for a picture of the folded result and you will notice 
the wheels tuck into the bottom of the platform for maximum 
space saving efficiency making the trolley ideal for storage 
including in the boot of most cars.

Model 

Number

Platform Size 

(mm)

Platform Height 

(mm)

Handle Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Load Capacity 

(kg)

FPR006FPK 680 x 410 175 920 100 120

120KG
up to

FPR006FPK

ALL FOLDING PLATFORM TROLLEYS ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON
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A reinforced underside for increased strength and 
durability allows for loads up to 300kg to be maneuvered 
with minimal physical exertion. The anti slip platform 
prevents the load from shifting whilst loading/unloading 
and in transportation. 

Constructed from high quality plastic, Richmond’s Plastic 
Platform Trolley will provide longevity in demanding workplaces. 
These unique properties lend themselves to wet and refrigerated 
areas and makes this trolley ideal for supermarkets, cool rooms, 
greengrocers and industrial applications. 

A foldable handle provides easy storage and Richmond can offer 
a wide range of castors to suit your ground surface, environment 
and load capacity requirements.

Model 

Number

Weight 

(kg)

Platform Size 

(mm)

Platform Height 

(mm)

Handle Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

FPR001FPK 20 920 x 610 217 971 125 300

300KG
up to

FPR001FPK

ALL FOLDING PLATFORM TROLLEYS ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON
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PFR010FPK

Versatile, maneuverable, lightweight yet robust heavy duty 
design all encompassed with a non slip deck. Available in 
two different sizes and three configurations, this Richmond 
Platform Trolley is perfect for most applications. An 
ergonomic design to take the strain out pushing goods 
safely and efficiently, the platform features a reinforced 
underside for optimum strength and durability. 

Surrounded by a plastic bumper to prevent damage to walls 
and furniture, the platform trolley is not only for industrial uses. 
A wide array of wheel options can be customised to suit floor 
surfaces. Of course all Richmond Castors offer the smoothest 
quietest ride for operator comfort and performance. 

PFR010FPK and PFR009FPK come with a foldable handle to 
make storage and transporting in the back of vehicles easier. 
The larger platforms come with the option of having a handle at 
either end for maximum productivity.

Model 

Number

Platform Size 

(mm)

Platform Height 

(mm)

Handle Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

PFR012FPK (2x) 790 x 480 137 860 100 120

PFR010FPK 740 x 480 137 860 100 150

PFR009FPK 910 x 610 180 860 125 250

PFR008FPK 1160 x 760 240 860 160 300

PFR011FPK 1160 x 760 240 860 160 300

PFR012FPK

PFR008FPK

300KG
up to

ALL PLATFORM TROLLEYS ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON

PFR011FPK

PFR009FPK
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Richmond’s 4 wheel Aluminum Platform Trolleys are 
not only highly maneuverable, they are lightweight and 
strong. The design comes in 3 different platform sizes 
and comes available with 1 or 2 (removable handles). 
Fitted with 150mm diameter castors as standard (2 
Swivel and 2 rigid) the trolleys are also available with 
4 swivels and they can be fitted with swivel lock and 
brakes.

This attractive design will never rust and is very easy to 
keep clean. The trolley is perfect for the pharmaceutical 
and hospitality industries as well as industrial packing 
lines, including wet and refrigerated areas. High visibility 
protective rubber edges not only increase safety but also 
protect walls and workbenches from impact damage. 

Richmond can offer a wide range of castors to suit 
your ground surface, environment and load capacity 
requirements.

Model 

Number

Weight 

(kg)

Platform Size 

(mm)

Platform Height 

(mm)

Handle Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

PAR004FPK 21 915 x 610 260 940 150 500

PAR003FPK 27 1220 x 610 260 940 150 500

PAR005FPK 34 1525 x 760 260 940 150 500

PAR004FPK

500KG
up to

ALL ALUMINIUM PLATFORM TROLLEYS ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON

OPTIONAL SECOND 
HANDLE AVAILABLE
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Manufactured from robust aluminum extrusions this is the ultimate trolley 
for delivery trucks. Light in weight but with high strength the 2 wheeler 
easily converts by the pull of a spring loaded lever into a versatile 4 wheel 
platform trolley.

It is simple to load and highly maneuverable, featuring an ergonomic handle 
in either position with ultra safe operation. Again fitted with the highest quality 
pneumatic wheels and polyurethane tyred castors, designed to maximize 
performance, safety, reliability and efficiency. This Richmond Dual Purpose 
hand trolley comes with a range of optional toe plates to suit your load, providing 
the utmost in safe handling. Foam filled puncture proof pneumatic wheels offer 
another option for use on open ground.

Model 

Number

Trolley Size 

(mm)

Platform Size 

(mm)

Wheel 

Type

Overall Size 

(mm)

Load Capacity 

(kg)

DPR009 305 x 1310 305 x 970 Pneumatic 520 x 1190 x 1030 250

DPR010 305 x 1565 305 x 1300 Pneumatic 520 x 1450 x 1150 250

PUNCTURE PROOF WHEEL MODELS

DPR007 305 x 1365 305 x 1300 Puncture Proof 520 x 1450 x 1150 250

DPR008 305 x 1310 305 x 970 Puncture Proof 520 x 1190 x 1150 250

DPR009

DPR010

250KG
up to

PUNCTURE 
PROOF 

WHEELS 
AVAILABLE

HTR014

AXLE ARMS

HTR019 HTR016

PLATFORM

HTR017

SOLID PLATE

HTR018

ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE

208mm
450mm

DUAL PURPOSE ALUMINIUM TROLLEYS CAN BE ORDERED FLATPACK BY ADDING “FPK” TO THE PRODUCT CODE - EG. DPR009FPK
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The heavy duty piano trolley has been purpose 
built for the movement of heavy, bulky and 
awkward loads, including pianos and cabinetry 
on its flatbed design.

The rigid frame is yellow, high quality, and fitted with 
protective cushioning to secure your load.

600KG
up to

Model 

Number

Length 

(mm)

Width 

(mm)

Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Wheel 

Type

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

PDR011 750 370 245 210 Pneumatic 400

PDR012 750 370 290 260 Pneumatic 400

PDR013 750 370 245 200 Rebound Rubber 600

PUNCTURE PROOF WHEEL MODELS

PDR009 750 370 245 215 Puncture Proof 400

PDR010 750 370 290 255 Puncture Proof 400

PDR012 
PNEUMATIC

PDR009 
PUNCTURE PROOF

PDR013 
NON MARKING

PUNCTURE 
PROOF 

WHEELS 
AVAILABLE
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Richmond’s skateR provides the ultimate maneuverability 
from a low profile trolley/dollies. Used by professionals 
such as shopfitters, removalists and freight companies, 
the skateR helps reduce awkward and heavy lifting that can 
cause injury and costly moving/installation times. The use 
of a skateR allows easy and accurate positioning of goods.

Features:

19mm thick marine grade timber deck

Grooved rubber upper to help secure load and prevent 
damage

Ergonomically designed handle for easy handling

Rounded edges for wall and skirting protection fitted with 
a rubber bead all round

Non-marking Richmond quality swivel castors for a variety 
of ground surfaces and easy steering

400KG
up to

Model 

Number

Length 

(mm)

Width 

(mm)

Height 

(mm)

Platform Size 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

SKR005 450 300 130 450 x 300 75 320

SKR006 600 450 160 600 x 450 100 400

SKR007 700 500 160 700 x 500 100 400

SKR008 900 600 190 900 x 600 125 500

SKR005

SKR007

SKATE DOLLIES CAN BE ORDERED FLATPACK BY ADDING “FPK” TO THE PRODUCT CODE - EG. SKR005FPK

* NOTE: SKR008 comes fitted with 5 castors
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400KG
up to

Drum dollies are ideal for keeping 205 litre drums mobile. Fitted with four 
75mm zinc plated castors with polypropylene wheels, the dollies are tough 
and cheap workhorses.

Drum Dollies provide economical solutions for all drum requirements. The certain 
thing about a drum sitting on the floor is that is almost guaranteed to be in the 
road when you are about to move something else.

Model 

Number

Drum Size 

(litres)

Inside Diameter 

(mm)

Flatpack Dimensions 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

DDR001FPK 205 605 645(L) x 645(W) x 85(H) 400

200KG
up to

DDR001FPK

Note: Plastic Tub 
          sold separately

Providing the ultimate maneuverability from a lightweight 
robust design suitable for handling a range of plastic 
tubs, crates and boxes, whilst improving efficiency and 
allowing increased productivity, Richmond’s Tub Dollies 
are made for industry.

Fitted with high quality nylon castors to combat obstacles 
around the workplace and to ensure no flat spotting occurs 
no matter what the load.

Model 

Number

Weight 

(kg)

Platform Size 

(mm)

Platform Height 

(mm)

Wheel Size 

(mm)

Safe Working Load 

(kg)

TDR002FPK 7 600 x 400 115 65 200

SNR002NAT / SNR002RED 
52L

SNR008BLU 
68L

SNR004BLK 
32L

TDR002FPK

SUITS 44 GALLON DRUMS

TUB DOLLIES ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON

DRUM DOLLIES ARE SUPPLIED FLATPACK IN A CARDBOARD CARTON

MORE TUBS 
TO SUIT ON 
PAGE 55


